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DATA STRUCTURING USING 'c'

Note: (i) Attempt ALL the questions.

(ii) All questions carry equal marks.

1. Attempt any four parts of the following: (4x5=20)
(a) Define the algorithm. What are the

parameters to judge the efficiency of any
algorithm?

(b) Write an algorithm to find the product of
two matrices.

(c) What do you understand by tail recursion?
Write an algorithm to solve Tower of Hanoi
problem by recursion.

(d) Show the implementation of Stack as data
1; structure using Linked List.

(e) Write an algorithm to convert infix
expression to its equivalent postfix lr~
expression. i

(f) Write a function in C to sort given n
numbers using bubble sort.



Attempt any four parts of th foil wing: (4x5=20)

(a) Explain the merits and demerits of static and
dynamic memory allocation techniques.

(b) Write a program in C to add two
polynomials using linked list.

(i) I)is 'uss Queue data sh·ucture. What are the
d i l'I"cnl lyp of queues? Explain them.

(I) Wril' n lorithmwlichdoesinsertionand
Idl'l ion in a Qu ue.

(i') Ilow il j h k d wli ther the given
'irrular qu u i full or· empty?

(f) Explain the term Garbage collection and
ompaction.

Attempt any two parts of the following: (2xlO=20)

(a) Define Tree. What are the different ways
in which a tree can be stored in a computer
memory?

(b) What do you understand by hashing?
What is the need of using it? Explain the
collision resolution strategies used in
hashing.

( ') Wril algorithms for differ nt tr b'aversal
Ii'chniques. Trace your Ig rilhm on any
,1',1 II n I'd lr e containin (I I " ;'1 12 nodes.

111'1111'1 ,IllY two I rlrl. () II1\' liilli)willl\ : (2xlO=20)

II) \VI III 1111 llil',lll·jlhl\) iii' (1IIii'! IIUI'1. !\I1,1lyze
II 111,1111 111',1111\1', I )lIil'l', lllll' ,t1l'.ol'llllIll sort
1111' I', 1'1\ I I II I 1111111 III \I'

: r1, 1.\, Ill, 11,1), 1'/, .\, III, I", 'III, tl'l, (I, 1(1, '18
~,~!

(b) Describe anA VL tree. How it is different
from BST? Also discuss the different
rotations done in AVL Tree.

(c) (i) Show the result of inserting the keys
F, S, Q K, C, L, H, T, V, W, M, R, N,
P, A, B in order into a empty B - Tree
of order 5.

(ii) Explain Heap Sort.

Attempt any two parts of the following: (2xlO=20)
(a) What is minimum cost spanning tree?

Draw the minimum cost spanning tree for
the given graph.

(b) Write short notes on any two of the
following:

(i) B+Tree
(ii) Indexing

(iii) Sequential Files

(c) (i) What are the different ways of
implementing Graph into the
computer memory?

(ii) Explain the searching techniques
done in case of a Graph.


